
Flashpoint Automate
Actionable threat intelligence through automation

Today’s threat landscape is dynamic and constantly evolving as
threat actors continue to advance their operations.

While security teams work to address this ever-changing and ever-evolving challenge, it is imperative 

they have the contextual enrichment needed to reduce the time to take action or make a decision. 

Addressing this challenge becomes exponentially more difficult with the current cybersecurity analyst 

workforce shortage and constant strain on resources, whether that be headcount, technology, budget, 

or time. 

It is critical that security teams leverage a solution to reduce the workload and ensure resources

are being used effectively and efficiently in order to fulfill their mission of protecting their company

and assets.



Flashpoint Automate is the workflow automation engine that extends 
the value of threat intelligence.

Flashpoint Automate is the low-code automation platform integrated into Flashpoint solutions that 

organizations need to accelerate repeatable security-related processes in order to help detect, analyze, 

and remediate risk faster. 

Cyber, fraud, and physical security teams can build and customize automated workflows via drag and 

drop capabilities in a visual way that represents an overall security related process, which saves time 

and reduces risk across the organization.

In addition to the Flashpoint Automate platform and interface, a continuously growing suite of third-

party integrations and capabilities allow users to build the automated equivalent of what they are 

performing manually today.

Key Features

Leverage pre-built reference workflows, which

pair closely with Flashpoint’s intelligence, directly

out-of-the-box or customize them to better suit 

the needs of your organization.

Utilize a visual canvas with drag-and-drop 

actions to build workflows and automations, 

eliminating the need for resources with coding 

or an engineering background. Users are not 

required to know how to code, but if they do, 

there are capabilities within the platform that 

will allow users to do so.

The value of Flashpoint’s extensive collections and 

intelligence combined with Automate’s advanced 

technology saves organizations time by allowing 

teams to automate repetitive tasks, acting as the 

necessary solution security teams need to take 

action and stop threats.
Integrate with third-party vendors (such as

Atlassian Jira, Okta, ServiceNow, Slack, TheHive, 

VirusTotal, and many others) to help enrich 

workflows, provide context needed to prioritize, 

make decisions, and take action. Integrations

include commonly used ticketing systems and 

enrichment sources to help automate

investigations and operations workflow.
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